DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
We will never forgo our hate
We have all but a single hate
We love as one, we hate as one,
We have one foe, and one alone —
CZECHOSLOVAKIA!
Once more I turned the knob and got Moscow in English, an
extraordinary performance. Again a man and a woman. The
man spoke East Side American with some kind of additional accent,
the woman Wigan English with adenoids and a sniff. The blood-
curdling anti-Fascist items sounded ludicrous in these tones.
A turn of the knob, and a cultured voice saying reasonable
things in good clean English came on the air. What now, I
thought? It can't be England; the English is too good. It wasn't,
It was Prague broadcasting in English. I don't know who pre-
pared the material, but it was the only thing worth listening to, a
reasoned refutation of anti-Czech propaganda, chapter and verse
given, delivered in an unemotional but sympathetic voice.
Again the knob, and some of the most extraordinary English I
have ever heard filled the room. After listening for some time I
decided that it must be English, and after considering the an-
nouncements, which were all about the sins of the Chinese and the
prowess of the Japanese, I decided that it must be Tokyo's Eng-
lish Hour.
Then another loud voice speaking in German, but giving a
version of German events which had clearly not been passed by
Dr. Goebbels* Who could this be? The list of stations gave no
clue; my radio was like that* At length I decided for Radio
Strasbourg.
Then an English voice which promised light entertainment but
infuriatingly broke into an advertisement for some purgative; a
ranting voice in bad French which was telling the French-speak-
ing world about the murderous Czechs from Berlin; the English
Speaker, oh so refaned, cursing the Czechs from Rome; Republican
Spain defending the Czechs from Barcelona or somewhere in
weird German; America putting in a terse and colourful (poidon
me, colorful) word about both sides from New York; and finally
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